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the maze runner - ms. mclaughlin's homework page - the maze runner by james dashner chapter 39-44
1. what warnings did gally give to the group? what happened to him? why? 2. what happened to the maps?
who do you think is responsible? why do you think he did this? 3. what did thomas realize about the maze’s
hidden code? how? 4. what surprising news did minho reveal to thomas in ch. 41? the maze runner southern arkansas university - in the maze runner, thomas and the other glade members must decide if
they should remain in the glade where their subsistence needs are met, or risk everything and attempt to
escape through a portal found in the maze. help them decide by filling in this chart with some of the
advantages and disadvantages of their two possible choices. option 1 the maze runner how? 2. why did
thomas’ confusion grow ... - 7. what did thomas observe about the maze and the runners in ch. 4? 8. why
was thomas in awe of the doors closing? why were the doors being closed each night? chapters 5-8 1. what
trick did chuck play on gally in ch. 5? how did thomas react at first? how did he react a little later? why? 2. why
did thomas say he wanted to be a runner? maze the runner james dashner - bmi educational services 2. why did newt think the maze was difficult and dangerous? 3. why did thomas think working in the gardens
was no better than working at the blood house? 4. why did thomas break rule #1 and run out into the maze? 5.
according to minho, why had gally and ben been able to survive after being stung? 6. the maze runner unit
reading guide ms. ciras - language ... - the maze runner unit reading guide ms. ciras - language arts ...
describe gally's physical appearance as compared to his character traits. ... what is the importance of keeping
maps of all maze everyday? what ways can you think to use the maze runner survival guide tpt - jasmine
blackwell - the maze runner by james daschner ! if you ain’t scared!, you ain’t human. remember. survive.
run.!!! use this survival guide to help you navigate your way through the maze of the maze runner webster's world - the maze runner name:_____ date:_____ the maze runner-chapters #5-8 answer the
questions below in complete sentences. be sure to answer your questions using details from the text. answers
may be typed or handwritten. 1. what trick did chuck pay on gally in chapter 5. how did thomas react as first?
the maze runner lesson package - yal - home - of course it won’t be possible for them to solve the maze
in this little time. the teacher will then explain that solving a maze is the main challenge for the characters in
the book we’re going to read as a class reader. the maze runner - webster's world - ™ the maze runner
challenge #1-setting-the glade choose 1 of the tasks below. your task must be completed as part of your final
project and will be marked according to the rubric below. many details can be found at the beginning of the
book (chapters#1-4) however, there may be details you want to add as we progress in the novel. option 1 also
by james dashner - ms. andres' class - “shut your hole, gally,” a deeper voice responded. thomas focused
back in on the dozens of strangers around him. he knew he must look out of it—he felt like he’d been drugged.
a tall kid with blond hair and a square jaw sniffed at him, his face devoid of expression. the maze runner allens axiom - • gally: an arrogant, dark-haired boy who bullies thomas on his first day in the glade. he tells
thomas he has seen him before, during the changing, and sows suspicion amongst the gladers. 10/14/2014 4
... the maze runner: vocabulary sample prestwick house teaching unit - the maze runner teaching unit
objectives the maze runner objectives by the end of this unit, the student will be able to: 1. identify elements
of dystopian fiction apparent in the maze runner. 2. discuss the importance and meaning of the following
symbols: • the maze • the glade • the box • the sun 3. also by james dashner - lake county - also by
james dashner the 13th reality series the journal of curious letters the hunt for dark infinity. for lynette. this
book was a three-year journey, ... gally,” a deeper voice responded. thomas focused back in on the dozens of
strangers around him. he knew he must look out of it—he felt ar test questions for maze runner pdfsdocuments2 - the maze of the beast emily rodda 5.0 4.0. michelle kwan (sports ... woods runner gary
paulsen 5.5 5.0. woodsong ... accelerated reader ... accelerated reader quiz list - reading practice runner random house - controlling gally at the end of the maze runner, what do they hope to gain from these
encounters with thomas, especially when she returns with the girls of group b? • discuss the importance of the
characters of jorge and brenda. what are their roles in the story? how does thomas feel when he learns they
are part of wicked? how does
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